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Buckminster Fuller (1895-1983) was an architect, engineer, geometrician, cartographer,

philosopher, futurist, inventor of the famous geodesic dome, and one of the most brilliant thinkers of

his time. For more than five decades, he set forth his comprehensive perspective on the world's

problems in numerous essays, which offer an illuminating insight into the intellectual universe of this

renaissance man. These texts remain surprisingly topical even today, decades after their initial

publication.While Fuller wrote the works in the 1960's and 1970's, they could not be more timely:

like desperately needed time-capsules of wisdom for the critical moment he foresaw, and in which

we find ourselves. Long out of print, they are now being published again, together with commentary

by Jaime Snyder, the grandson of Buckminster Fuller. Designed for a new generation of readers,

Snyder prepared these editions with supplementary material providing background on the texts,

factual updates, and interpretation of his visionary ideas.Initially published in 1969, and one of

Fuller's most popular works, Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth is a brilliant synthesis of his

world view. In this very accessible volume, Fuller investigates the great challenges facing humanity,

and the principles for avoiding extinction and "exercising our option to make it." How will humanity

survive? How does automation influence individualization? How can we utilize our resources more

effectively to realize our potential to end poverty in this generation? He questions the concept of

specialization, calls for a design revolution of innovation, and offers advice on how to guide

"spaceship earth" toward a sustainable future.And it Came to Pass - Not to Stay brings together

Buckminster Fuller's lyrical and philosophical best, including seven "essays" in a form he called his

"ventilated prose", and as always addressing the current global crisis and his predictions for the

future. These essays, including "How Little I Know", "What I am Trying to Do", "Soft Revolution", and

"Ethics", put the task of ushering in a new era of humanity in the context of "always starting with the

universe." In rare form, Fuller elegantly weaves the personal, the playful, the simple, and the

profound.
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I was actually expecting an Operating Manual. Although what I ended up with is a 136-page

double-spaced "overview" by Buckminster Fuller, a sort of "history and future of the Earth in 5,000

words or less, bracketed by a *wonderful* introduction by grandchild Jamie Snyder, an index, a

two-page resource guides, and some photos and illustrations including the Fuller Projections of the

Earth.First, the "core quote" that I can never seem to find when I need it:OUR MISSION IS "To

make the world work for 100% of humanity in the shortest possible time through spontaneous

cooperation without ecological offense or the disadvantage of anyone." Inside front cover.The

introduction is a treat--I note "impressive" and appreciate the many insights that could only come

from a grandchild of and lifelong apprentice to Buckminster Fuller.Highlights for me:Founder of

Design Science, a company by that name is now led by Medard Gabel who served as his #2 for so

long. I just attended one of their summer laboratories and was blown away by the creativity and

insights. It is a life-changing experience for those with a passion for Earth.He imagined an inventory

of global data. I am just now coming into contact with all of this great man's ideas, but my third book,

Information Operations: All Information, All Languages, All the Time, also online at the Strategic

Studies Institute in very short monograph form, is totally in harmony with this man's vision for a

global inventory of global data.

This book presents the reader with a set of thinking tools for comprehensive problem-solving. Bucky

Fuller asks the reader, "How big can we think?" and then proceeds to show exactly what he means

in terms almost anyone can understand.Spaceship Earth provides a justification, based on Fuller's

unique and compelling narrative of the history of western civilization, to reject specialization as

harmful to the survival of our species. He reveals the great deception of shortages (energy, jobs,

money) as a boldfaced lie by the world's most powerful interests (the "great pirates") and backs his

assertion with compelling evidence. By putting boundaries on our thinking, e.g. the common

prefaces to verbal expression we often hear, like "I'm not a lawyer," or "I'm not an engineer," that

unfairly diminish the value of people's mental capacity to make moral judgments, we facilitate the



"divide and conquer" strategy of the great pirates.Original thinkers do not always command

attention. People tend to refer to them as "ahead of their time," or "impractical," or even "dishonest."

Amazingly, Buckminster Fuller enjoyed the opposite during his lifetime. A master of many

disciplines, he received no less than 41 honorary PhDs., yet described himself as a

"non-conforming misfit" and was expelled from Harvard University, twice!The introduction is written

by Fuller's grandson, Jamie Snyder, who lived and worked with Fuller for 28 years. He admits that

Bucky's writing style can be complex due to his tendency to invent words and spin dynamic phrases

when nothing else could express his thoughts. Snyder's suggestion is to just read through sections

that are not immediately clear to get a sense of meaning, then after consideration, reread them.
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